
Awake the leader within!
He who knows not and knows not he knows not is a fool -- shun him.
He who knows not and knows he knows not is unlearned -- teach him.
He who knows and knows not he knows is asleep -- wake him.
But he who knows, and knows he knows, is a leader -- follow him.

--Anonymous Proverb
Are you a leader?

You could be! And if you're not, you can become one.

Each of us who is moving steadily on the road to success is either a leader or a
follower. Some of us may be both; we may be following the teachings of
someone who has gone before us, but if we look back behind us on the path,
we'll see other people, following our lead.

Those of us who haven't yet started on the road to success are usually called
"managers."

You can tell managers, because they are so busy managing the unmanageable,
that they can't "manage" to become successful.

They refuse to lead, refuse to follow, and therefore, they're just stuck there, like
the dinosaurs in California's La Brea Tar Pits.

Like the dinosaurs, they get sucked into total oblivion.

So, now that we've decided we would prefer to be leaders, rather than managers,
let's look at the main parts of being a leader.

Some leaders seem to be born that way. They were leading other children
around even when they were only three. People naturally look up to them. Sure,
it may just be their impressive hairline, but others genuinely want to follow them.

Other leaders are made. They are the products of trial, error, and refinement.
They are leaders because they have learned enough to gain the respect and
admiration of those they work with.

Either way, the steps to being an effective leader are largely the same.

So, as you start out as a leader on the path to success, take these few steps.

1. Determine a destination.
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As with any trip, a leader has to determine where he or she is going before the
trip starts. The better the destination, the better the result. If you were in the
United States and taking a car trip to Las Vegas, Nevada, you'd most likely break
down your trip as exactly as possible. You'd determine your hotel, what street it's
on, what exit to take, which roads to follow.

Just as if we were taking a vacation trip, the true leader has determined the
details of where the group is going, usually down to the last detail. The true
leader has a vision of where the group will wind up.

Many of you have seen the films of the noted director John Ford. He made such
classics as "The Grapes of Wrath," "Stagecoach," "The Searchers," and "My
Darling Clementine." In each case, as the director, he had decided his camera
angles and "shots" long before the camera was turned on. His films show that
dedication to detail -- down to the last blow of the last trumpet on the last Cavalry
charge. That attention to detail was one of the things that made his films classics
-- and it started as a destination in his mind as he visualized each film.

The true leader knows exactly where he/she is going, and what the best route is
to get there. He may refine it as he/she goes along, but the destination rarely
changes, because the vision remains constant.

Followers gain trust in a leader by this knowledge. Like a member of a tour
group, they may not know where the destination is, but they know the guide who
is taking them there.

2. Motivate and Mobilize

Once a destination is determined, our leader "M&M's" followers -- she/he
"motivates" them to follow, and "mobilizes" the resources necessary to ensure
success.

Just the same way a battlefield commander will "pump up" the troops prior to a
battle, or a coach will "inspire" the team before a game, a leader works on
communicating his/her vision to the troops. Our model leader will point out the
pitfalls and dangers that may lurk in the shadows, but will then explain how the
group will navigate the path safely. She/he will speak of the success that awaits,
the skill of the group, the success that lies in the past. True leaders learn to turn
reality to their advantage -- for a leader who lies to the group will soon find the
title of "leader" to be only a temporary one.

Nothing motivates a group as much as having a motivated leader. The leader
who knows where he/she is going, and knows how to get there, and who
successfully communicates that to a group of followers, will accomplish great
things.



3. Set a Pace

If you were in Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts, you probably went on a few hikes. Your
leader probably set a pace for the group to follow. The true leader sets a
challenging, but not unreachable pace for the group, and then quickens the pace
when it's possible.

Some groups take a while to get up to a basic speed, but once at that speed,
they can accelerate their pace quite easily, usually as the destination/goal
becomes nearer.

It is essential that the leader sets a reasonable pace and then maintains it. Too
slow a pace, and the group will become bored; people will lose interest, and the
group will lag; too fast a pace, at least initially, and people become disheartened
as they struggle to keep up.

4. Follow through and then repeat.

Leaders follow through after a destination is reached -- they evaluate how well
the group did; they determine how things could have been done better -- and
then they determine the next challenge to conquer, and then do it all again.

Leadership is a never-ending cycle, because growth and learning, done correctly,
is also never-ending.

Studies have shown that good leaders make all the difference in the world -- and
they do it by loving, cajoling, inspiring, and -- most of all -- leading their followers
unto greater and greater heights.

Love, cajole, inspire, and lead your followers.

Know, and know you know -- and lead!
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